
Precalc Honor 4-3 Symmetries of graphs Name:.

1. Even and Odd Functions

Each of the equations below represents an EVEN FUNCTION. Graph each
one on your calculator, and tell me what they have in common.

J . I ^ X, ,C
a. /(x)=VxM b. f{x)-\x\ + 2 1

c. f(x)=x'^-2>x^ d. /(;c) = cos(x)
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Afunction is EVEN if: f

Otherwise known as: symmetry in the j -axis

Test for EVEN functions: \r\ ["X').
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2. Each of the equations below represents an ODD FUNCTION. Graph each
one, and tell me what they have in common.

a. f(x) = x^

f{x)=x'-Ax'

b- /(x) = sin(x) (use zoom trig)
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Afunction is ODD if: Vou acrp^s y arvcL y
\\- uf%i.Ac i+- Samt..

Otherwise known as symmetry In the ongm

Test for ODD functions: Plu^ i*n -X
c^wa-(-io*\ H\-C vl-'-s odd.



other symmetries:

Symmetry in the x-axis: C'Vo-f- « -fun c 4 io

Test for x-axis symmetry; Plu.^
H\e same, if Wets to itfv. +W-€

X -ft-x is .

Symmetry in the line y=x:

Test for symmetry with y=x: X Tf-
e4u{i.4io.n S-ht'jS +W< if kctS
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3. Assume the graph below represents half of an EVEN FUNCTION. Draw
the other half of the graph.

4. Assume the graph below represents half of an ODD FUNCTION. Draw the
other half of the graph.



5. Assume function f is an odd function. If fcontains the point (—1,3), it
must also contain the point -S

6. Assuming function g is an even functioir If g contains the point (—1,3).
it must also contain the point ^ ^ •

7. Let f(x) = 2x-3. Sketch each graph.

a. y = -f(x) b.y = lf(x)l c. y = f(-x)


